Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a social and medical problem in modern societies. Research devoted to SCI has been very prolific: according to the Medline database, more than 6,310 articles were published in 2012 alone. Since the adult spinal cord has a limited regenerative capacity, neurobiological studies are crucial to an understanding of how neuronal spinal circuits can be reconstructed after an SCI to ensure function recovery and damage repair. The article by van Gorp and colleagues \[[@B1]\] is a detailed and eclectic study of several neurobiological issues in an acute experimental model of SCI induced by lumbar compression. The study uses human fetal spinal cord-derived neural stem cells (HSSCs) as a 'tool' to achieve function recovery and damage repair. The choice of HSSCs has a translational value since these cells have been used in clinical trials directed to disorders of the nervous system, like neurodegenerative diseases. The use of an acute model of SCI (rats that were injected with HSCCs only 3 days after lumbar lesion) is an interesting issue. After spinal cord lesion, a glial scar, which is considered the main chemical and physical barrier for axonal regeneration, arises \[[@B2]\]. An early delivery of HSSCs in the study by van Gorp and colleagues \[[@B1]\] is probably a crucial factor to prevent the formation of a large glial scar, which could account for the positive outcomes of cell therapy. It may be interesting to determine the deadline for HSSC transplantation in order to achieve a considerable function recovery after SCI as obtained by the authors \[[@B1]\].

In their study \[[@B1]\], transplantation of HSCCs ameliorated several parameters, such as spacity, sensory responses, and paw placement. However, other responses, such as the BBB score (Basso, Beattie, Bresnahan) locomotor score and ladder climbing, were not improved. This raises the question of the parameters which should be used in animal studies of SCI, taking into account the translational value of each parameter for SCI treatment \[[@B3]\]. One parameter which is especially challenging is the sensory threshold, namely that related to nociceptive (that is, potentially painful) responses. To evaluate pain responses, van Gorp and colleagues \[[@B1]\] determine the mechanical and thermal thresholds by using behavioral tests that involved brain modulation of the activity of spinal cord neurons. The authors do not detect SCI-induced hyperalgesia but rather hypoesthesia (that is, decreases in sensory responses), and this agrees with other studies \[[@B3]\]. Nor do the authors \[[@B1]\] discuss other studies that showed hyperalgesia (increased responses to painful stimuli) and allodynia (painful responses to normally innocuous stimuli) in models of SCI in areas outside the lesion site \[[@B4]\]. Rather than being contradictory, these differences in results reflect the challenge of studying evoked pain in animal models and reinforce the importance of developing methods to study spontaneous pain \[[@B5]\] given that chronic pain is a devastating condition that affects about 65% of patients with SCI \[[@B6]\]. In regard to the effects of SCI and cell therapy in the station relaying nociceptive information from the periphery to the brain (the spinal dorsal horn), the use of a standard marker of nociceptive activation of neurons located in that region would possibly have been effective. The induction of the c-*fos* proto-oncogene is considered a marker of nociceptive activation of spinal dorsal horn neurons, and the magnitude of its expression is directly correlated to behavioral responses to pain \[[@B7]\]. Studying the expression of the c-*fos* marker at several spinal cord levels could complement the study by van Gorp and colleagues \[[@B1]\] and determine gain or loss of neuronal function at the spinal dorsal horn after HSSC transplant.

The authors \[[@B1]\] analyze the mechanisms by which HSSCs improve function after SCI. A GABA-mediated inhibition was proposed mainly on the basis of the inhibitory role of that neurotransmitter. However, GABA may be excitatory when the expression of the potassium chloride co-transporter (KCC2) is reduced, as demonstrated in models of inflammatory pain \[[@B8]\], traumatic neuropathic pain \[[@B9]\], and metabolic neuropathic pain \[[@B10]\]. By evaluating the expression of KCC2 expression in SCI, van Gorp and colleagues may be directed to search for non-GABAergic mechanisms that may explain the amelioration of function by HSSC transplant.

Their exciting article \[[@B1]\] has given the scientific community a lot to think about, and, best of all, a number of doable experiments may result from this study. Translational perspectives of the present findings can be considered only after thorough analysis of the efficacy and safety of the HSSCs in SCI models, preferably by using larger animals. The answers to the questions raised by this article are of the highest import for the advancement of the field of regenerative medicine and the treatment of injuries of the spinal cord.
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This article is part of a thematic series on *Clinical applications of stem cells*edited by Mahendra Rao. Other articles in the series can be found online at <http://stemcellres.com/series/clinical>.
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